Many tools are available to help make a destination more attractive. The battle can be won of course in the area of
major projects, infrastructure, transport, sectors of excellence, etc. But, in a world of media and communication,
there is yet another increasingly important factor.
This factor is a territory’s image and influence: is it recognised? how is it perceived? what are the associated images
or messages? most of all, what is said about it? That’s where a territory’s brand image comes into play.
Thus, territorial marketing is increasingly important because it makes it possible to develop the image in the long
term, and think seriously about the best ways of using the many new tools available (social media, web, events,
commercial offers, etc.) to generate greater visibility for our offering rapidly with our relevant targets.
All territories implementing this kind of approach have a simple goal: generating internal growth by attracting
business, tourism and major events, along with all activity sectors able to boost the local economy, tourism in
particular.
A territory’s image, its ability to appeal to entrepreneurs, employees, event organisers or big companies is at the heart
of issues of territorial development and strategy for tourist, residential and economic development. It is also a
powerful vector for fostering pride among local residents and professionals, potential ambassadors for the territory
on the outside.
This work on brand image and the steps for its implementation aim to give the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE destination
better visibility and legibility, to stand out and be attractive by enriching and modernising its image.
In concrete terms, our territory’s marketing strategy must achieve four goals:
1- Align the Côte d’Azur brand with the reality of its territory;
2- Stand out enduringly from other, competing destinations;
3- Renew and reinforce pride in belonging to the destination;
4- And renew and expand its target populations.
Finally, public investments must be better adjusted to marketing strategy influenced by players and businesses in
tourism. The Riviera’s offering encompasses a sharing economy, including in the financial area, where brands can
invest more and take part in the economic momentum of the Grande Côte d’Azur destination, to be able to boost its
visibility both in France and abroad through essential indispensable collaborative partnerships.
Thus, our territorial marketing approach is extended by a licensing approach to enable private companies, in the
medium term, to use the brand with all its appeal to develop products and services that will, in turn, embody our ‘New
Côte d’Azur’ values and mind-set.
Conversely, royalties will be paid to CRT Côte d’Azur France, which is piloting the brand, to grow the destination’s
overall communication plan.
Long live CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE!

Charles-Ange Ginésy
President of the Alpes-Maritimes Département
Regional Tourist Bureau

David Lisnard
President of the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE

CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE: KEY DATES FOR THE APPROACH
2016
January:
March:
14 July:
15 August:
27 October:
4 November:
Late 2016:
1 December:

2017
January:

Consultation of agencies to design the new brand approach
Selection of three agencies: COMPLUS (Communications Agency), Souple (Territorial
Marketing Agency) and ARBORESENS (Brand Strategy Agency and licensing agent)
Terrorist attack in Nice - Immediate creation of a Crisis Unit
Mobilisation campaign around #CotedAzurNow
Registration of the verbal brand with INPI (French Intellectual Property Institute)
Choice of the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE brand name by the Cellule de Relance (ex-Crisis Unit)
Registration of the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE name and logo
Official launch of the brand at the 2nd Rencontres Départementales du Tourisme Azuréen in
Mandelieu-La Napoule

Launch of the licensing programme with the ARBORESENS Agency
Preparation of the Licensing Graphic Charter (COMPLUS and ARBORESENS Agencies)
Registration of both semi-figurative brands with INPI (17 July 2017):
*Côte d’Azur France: je sublime tout ce que je touche®(I sublimate everything I touch)
and
*By Côte d’Azur®
First Deal Memos (CRT support for approval of the sub-licensee): March and June 2017 (CALA
1789), July 2017 (Galeries Lafayette), August 2017 (Pavillon Traiteur)
Creation of the website (marque-cotedazurfrance.com) for the mobilisation and information
of Ambassadors, partners of the brand

30 November:
15 December:
2018
13 April:
24 April 2018:
7 June:
2 August :

3rd Rencontres Départementales du Tourisme Azuréen and assessment of the brand’s first
year
Vote of the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE brand contract by the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur Region

INPI support for registering semi-figurative brands:
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche® and By Côte d’Azur®
Official launch of the first product range under licence with Galeries Lafayette Haussmann Paris
Opening on the Nice-Massena Galeries Lafayette of the first dedicated CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE
corner
Official launch of the Web-shop: www.boutique-cotedazurfrance.fr

WHY CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE?
Because all crises should be seen as providing an opportunity to reinvent ourselves and regenerate.
Because a brand is unique and needs no translation!
Because French culture must be at the heart of the Côte d’Azur brand.
Because resilience requires relinquishing ‘French bashing’ and especially ‘Côte d'Azur bashing’, i.e., a tendency to
denigrate, and even self-sabotage, that is still overly widespread.
Because our brand must retain its timeless identity (tradition), a source of pride.
Because this brand must enable us to create the conditions for us to surpass ourselves around a triptych: openness,
innovation, agility.
And, finally, because we must remain focused on our customers while also sharing among ourselves a common
umbrella brand, a factor of success without cannibalising the strong CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE brands!
This umbrella brand was shared with other strong brands like Nice, Monaco or Cannes but, since it wasn’t really
under any management, we had to control its values and make it known.
Today, at the initiative of the Côte d’Azur France Regional Tourism Committee, the territory created the CÔTE
d’AZUR FRANCE brand, bringing together many economic players which are now the brand’s Partners and
Ambassadors.
Like all prestige products, a territory must structure its development and visibility around a branding strategy to
assert its specific values and reinforce its promise.
This promise is: la Côte d’Azur sublime tout ce qu’elle touche.

KEY FIGURES:
60 celebrity Ambassadors
www.cotedazurfrance.fr
100 professional and institutional partners
585,000 CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE subscribers on social media
1 Million #CotedAzurFrance and #CotedAzurNow posts shared on social media.

ROLLING OUT THE CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE BRAND
Co-branding and licensing strategy

With the need to optimise promotional budgets in institutions as in the private sector, we had to coordinate new
marketing management and bring together the brands, businesses and names that represent and embody the values
of the Côte d’Azur.
The CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE Regional Tourism Committee, through its ARBORESENS licensing agent in charge of rolling
out the brand, gives local, national and international companies a chance to use CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE, je sublime
tout ce que je touche® brands (made in France) and By Côte d’Azur® (made abroad) and its graphic charter to develop
and market official derived products.
In return for this exploitation, partners pay a percentage of the turnover generated by the sale of these products or
services.
The first steps in this construction are based on registering TWO FIGURATIVE MARKS according to their use: filed
with INPI on 17 July 2017 and registered on 13 April 2018.
The second step is preparation of the GRAPHIC CHARTER, a tool for brand expression which transcribes and
communicates its positioning through:
COLOUR plays a key role in defining our brand: a destination symbolised by light, opulent colours,
vegetation, markets, etc. The CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE brand can express itself through flexible palettes, which
respect aesthetics and harmony (shades of blue, ochre, mauve and green).
TEMPLATES are at the core of the brand’s spirit, the graphic expression of moods; they pave the way for
reinterpreting and modernising the Côte d’Azur vision as timeless, creative and inspired. They also express
its character and diversity, adapting to all themes: sport, nature, innovation, art, design, fashion, etc.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS for the Charter were created by Éric Garence, an illustrator from Nice well known for
his posters inspired by the Riviera. There will be citrus fruit, mimosa, palm trees, parasols, swimming pools,
architecture, sailboats, olive trees, etc. Everyone can decorate, bedeck or recreate the world of the products
marketed under the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE, je sublime tout ce que je touche® and By Côte d’Azur® brands.

Éric Garence, illustrator from Nice
Born in Nice in 1980, he designs art posters in a brightly coloured retro style. He finds inspiration from
early 20th-century poster painters and Realist artists, like Roger Broders and Deyrolle.
As Ambassador for the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE brand, he has created an anthology of posters evoking
the Côte d’Azur’s emblematic sites: Nice, Monaco, Cannes, Antibes, Menton, Saint-Tropez, etc.

« CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE, je sublime tout ce que je touche® »
is the main brand, based on Made in France,
highlighting the expertise of local businesses and what is ‘made in France’

« By Côte d’Azur®»,
is the brand inspired by the Riviera for products not made in France

What products will be the first to display the brand?
Around local products, perfume and other cosmetic products, sweet (confectionery, jam, candied fruit, etc.) and
savoury (tapenades, aubergine caviar, pesto, etc.) delicacies, olive oil.
Around of fashion and textiles, beachwear, accessories (bags, baskets, totes), luggage, espadrilles and a collection of
fine handmade jewellery, made in CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE.
Catering and culinary skills are also under licence with CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE, adding greatly to the visibility to
business tourism events.
We will also be launching a 100% electric scooter entirely made in the Alpes-Maritimes.

April 2018: the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE 2018 COLLECTION presented on 24 April:
140 references and 12 businesses under licence.
(See Catalogue – COLLECTION 2018)

List of businesses under licence
1. GALERIES LAFAYETTE
2. FRAGONARD
3. FLORIAN
4. PIERINI VERRE
CONTEMPORAIN

Mediterranean fashion &
accessories
Perfumery
Confectionery
Decorative glass

5. CALA 1789

Beachwear

6. LES GEODES/LA PLAIA
7. HUILERIE ST MICHEL
8. LA BASTIDE - AFPJR
9. PAVILLON TRAITEUR
10.ECCITY
11.FOXTROT

Jewellery
Olive oil
Savoury delicacies
Catering
Electric scooters
Home decoration

12.PUBLIVOILE

Online shopping

By Côte d’Azur®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
& By Côte d’Azur®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
By Côte d’Azur®
Côte d’Azur France, je sublime tout ce que je touche®
& By Côte d’Azur®

Distribution of products under licence
July 2018:

Opening of the online boutique: www.boutique-cotedazurfrance.fr
Distribution in licensed partners’ networks
Referencing underway at the Nice Côte d’Azur Airport (summer 2018)

AGENCIES SUPPORTING THE APPROACH

Founded in 2011, ARBORESENS is an agency specialised in the development of brands. Its consultancy activities aims
to propose strategic choices for brand deployment, defining brand platforms from creation of the content to
organising licences, co-branding and partnership operations.
ARBORESENS also helps brands roll out their own distribution network.
ARBORESENS supports institutional clients like the Municipality of Paris, Museum of Natural History, Armée de l’Air
(Air Force) with the emblematic Patrouille de France, Paris-Dauphine University, Paris Musées, as well as private brands
like Le Belem, Jacadi or Okaidi, Avenue des Champs Élysées.
www.arboresens.fr

The Complus agency, founded in 1996, is a Communications Agency specialised in tourism.
With its national and international Monaco-Paris-Lyon-Shanghai network, it assists players in tourism with digital
communication and the appeal of their offering.
The agency works for many international clients: Monaco, Starwood Hotels, Nice-Côte d’Azur Airport, Air Corsica,
Partouche Group, Jin Jiang Group, etc.
www.groupecomplus.com

CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE LICENCE HOLDERS

GALERIES LAFAYETTE
The world-famous leading French Department Store, Galeries Lafayette has been for 120 years the unchallenged
specialist of fashion and commerce around events, with the vocation to make each visit a unique experience by
offering their French and foreign clients a constantly renewed selection of the finest brands, ranging from affordable
to premium and luxury products.
Present in the segments of fashion and accessories, decoration, food, catering and outlet stores, Galeries Lafayette
thrives thanks to a network of 61 stores in France and abroad ― including the flagship store on Boulevard Haussmann
in Paris ― and the website, galerieslafayette.com

LA PLÀIA, precious pebbles
Founded in 1996 by two jewellers from Nice, Corine Chambon and Jean-Christian Langumier, LES GÉODES has
specialised in the design and manufacture of collections of jewellery and luxury products. It started as a pioneer in the
use of resin in jewellery, with CONFETTIS, a dazzling first collection!
After that, its creators revisited the traditional christening gift with MIKADO, an original collection of children’s
jewellery, which became an absolute reference in just a few years.
The GÉODES creations made in France have been hailed for their originality by jewellery professionals at international
events (Paris, Lyon, Basel, Munich, Madrid, Las Vegas, Tokyo, Hong Kong, etc.).
Today, the creators are going back to their roots with a tribute to Nice, their favourite city. Their last collection, LA
PLÀIA, is built around the pebbles of world-famous Promenade des Anglais. It is in this context that the CÔTE d’AZUR
FRANCE capsule was born, in collaboration with the CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE Regional Tourism Committee and Galeries
Lafayette.
All jewels bearing the LA PLÀIA signature are handcrafted, fully respecting the tradition of artisanal jewellery and made
with the noblest materials (silver 925 or 750 thousandths, natural stones, etc.).
Producing in Nice for LA PLÀIA also means the will to make it a priority to be part of the local economy.
www.laplaia.com

1789 – CALA, chic authentic beachwear
The CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE / 1789 CALA capsule collection includes espadrilles, swimming trunks and beach totes, made
in France and inspired by the template devised by Éric Garence.
CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE wanted this collaboration with 1789 CALA, which wants to focus on renewing beachwear.
Since its creation, the brand has been inspired by the Côte d’Azur to develop beachwear through items boasting classic
timeless design. At the heart of the project the traditional espadrille made in France is as classic as it is contemporary
and uncompromising in its style, enhanced by astounding colours and materials.
The collection will be available from the future CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE online shop, the 1789 Cala online shop, in its
shops in Juan-les-Pins and Cap 3000, as well as the brand’s retailers in France and abroad.
Damien Calamuso:
1789 CALA was founded at the start of 2010 in the heart of the Côte d’Azur with the purpose of updating the traditional
French espadrille. Our collections of classic and creator espadrilles are available in a multitude of colours, with soles
made of skid-proof rubber. We design and manufacture espadrilles Made in France as well as a wide range of women’s
and men’s ready-to-wear and accessories: t-shirts, polo shirts, Bermuda shorts, jeans, bags and beach towels, caps,
hats, etc. Today, over 100 shops distribute the brand in France and abroad, in particular Japan, Kuwait, Maldives,
Thailand, Hong Kong, Italy, Russia and South Korea. The first 1789 Cala shop opened in March 2013 in Juan-les-Pins,
right in the heart of the Côte d’Azur between Nice and Cannes. We opened a second shop in Cannes near La Croisette
and more recently at Cap 3000 near Nice.
www.1789cala.fr

PIERINI VERRE CONTEMPORAIN, handcrafted wood from Biot
Set up in an old 15th-century oil mill, Pierini Verre Contemporain enjoys an exceptional setting, where Biot’s historical
and artistic heritage blend in perfect harmony. Here, in this structure built with stones for the old fortress of Biot, the
contemporary works shaped by glassmaking artists and sculptors are on display.
To prolong this fascinating encounter, discovery and sharing around glass, the studio becomes a residence which
welcomes glassmakers from the world over to meet and exchange.
You can watch them at work in Biot: here, the Pierini Verre Contemporain team and artists working there can express
all their creativity with molten glass.
Our studio, our facilities, our team and our showroom are at their disposal for an opportunity to discover or rediscover
the art of glassmaking through different worlds and techniques.
‘Inspiration’ - I was fortunate enough to be born on the Côte d’Azur where the infinity of mountain landscapes open on
the immensity of the blue sea is a boundless source of inspiration. Influenced by my mother who is a militant ecologist,
I am equally aware of the fragility of this ephemeral splendour.
I love to place my works in natural setting where they seem to have grown like improbable brightly coloured fruit. The
rock can be seen in the rough cutting of my works which often fit the shape of driftwood, roots and rock, Antoine Pierini
- Owner, artist, sculptor-glassblower at PIERINI VERRE CONTEMPORAIN
www.pierini.fr

PARFUMERIE FRAGONARD, the elegance of Grasse
A fine story of perfume and family: it begins in Grasse in 1926, when Eugène Fuchs opened a perfumery under
the name Fragonard to pay tribute to the famous painter from Grasse. From father to son and grandson, the
Fuchs and Co families developed the business. The old plant has become a factory on three different sites, all
open to the public. This family saga also includes the ladies: Anne, Agnès and Françoise, who joined their father
very young in running the business to make certain the establishment would move on to other horizons: fashion,
art of living and of the table, exclusive gifts at affordable prices.
Key dates:
1926: Foundation of Parfumerie Fragonard in Grasse
1968: Opening of a factory at Èze-Village. The tour of the perfumery includes a visit of the cosmetics laboratory
where creams and other body care products are prepared
1978: Opening of the International Perfume Museum in Grasse displaying one of the richest private collections
of perfumery objects retracing 3 millennia in the history of perfume
1982: Opening of the Musée du Parfum Scribe in Paris. Across from Opéra Garnier, in a fine home built in 1860,
it houses part of the collection of perfumery artefacts patiently assembled by Jean-François Costa for
sixty years.
1986: Opening of Fabrique des Fleurs at the entrance to Grasse: it is an invitation to discover the main steps
in making a perfume. This very functional presentation relies on more modern tools of production
1993: Opening of the Musée du Parfum Capucines in Paris. Built in 1894, and entirely renovated in 1993, it
offers an initiatory journey through the universe of perfume
1997: Opening of the Provençal Museum of Costume and Jewellery featuring one of the finest private
collections of 18th- and 19th-century garments and jewels from Provence, assembled with passion by
Hélène Costa (the mother of today’s directors)
2011: Located in Hôtel de Villeneuve, the Jean-Honoré Fragonard Museum has paintings and drawings by the
painter Jean-Honoré Fragonard, along with works by two other artists from Grasse, Marguerite Gérard
and Jean-Baptiste Mallet
2015: Opening of the Haussmann Perfume Museum displaying an exceptional collection of antique bottles and
perfumery devices illustrating the history of perfume from Ancient Egypt to the 20th century
Awards:
Agnès and Françoise Costa received a prize from the Order of Merit in 2010 and 2011, they were made Chevalier
of the National Order of the Legion of Honour in 2014 and 2016. They were awarded the Women’s Equity prize
for economic performance in 2013, the Qualité Tourisme label in 2017 and the Femmes du Tourisme Savoir-Faire
Trophy in 2018.
Côte d’Azur range:
Maison Fragonard has always been strongly attached to the fragrances of the Côte d’Azur. From the sea spray of
Mediterranean shores to the flower-decked hills of the hinterland, inspiration is everywhere for the creation of
scents in the great French tradition.
Grown in Grasse since the 16th century, jasmine flowers are emblematic of our region. Picked at dawn, they offer
our eau de toilette with its tender potent core.
www.fragonard.com

FLORIAN, sun-drenched gourmandises
Confiserie Florian is, above all, a beautiful century-long story of know-how, traditional and family values in the service
of excellence: the delicate transformation of fruit and flowers from the Alpes-Maritimes into delectable treats to
delight the gourmets’ taste buds for generations.
Since the construction of a mill on the site of Pont-du-Loup until the opening of new shops in the hinterland of Nice,
and online sales and communication, here are some excerpts from this remarkable saga.
1921: Opening of the Florian Fabrique de Chocolat at the Port of Nice, where the famous painter Henri Matisse became
a great habitué
1927: Transformation of the flour mill at Pont-du-Loup into a perfumery: visitors can watch how soap is made and
how perfume is bottled
1935: Acquisition of the building at Pont-du-Loup by Parfumerie Fragonard, founded in 1926 and managed by
Eugène Fuchs
1949: Foundation of Confiserie des Gorges du Loup in the Pont-du-Loup site at the initiative of Eugène Fuchs’ son
Georges, a visionary and a great traveller, who bought the copper vessels for making jam and earthenware
terrines from the famous Confiserie Nègre
1972: Attribution of the Coupe d’Or du Bon Goût Français to reward the quality of its products
1974: Transformation of Chocolaterie Florian into Confiserie du Vieux Nice, a branch of the Pont-du-Loup
establishment
1996: Sharing the family group’s activities. The Costa family kept Parfumerie Fragonard and the Fuchs family kept
the Confiserie, bringing back the Florian name. Since then, the Confiserie is managed by Eugène Fuchs’ greatgrandchildren Frédéric and Sandrine
2007: Enrichment of the product range with flowers with the creation of Califleurs® (calissons aixois delicately
flavoured with rose or violet petals), Mielôfleurs®, acacia honey with bits of crystallised rose or violet petals,
and nougat with crystallised rose or violet petals
2014: Attribution of the Silver Prix des Épicures de l’Épicerie Fine, by a jury of journalists, restaurateurs and
delicatessen owners, for our Rose Petal Preserve in its daring, original 500g aluminium box
2015: Opening of a Florian shop in the village of Gourdon featuring the product range and Boutique du Chocolat
Florian at Pont-du-Loup
The sense of tradition and heritage is perpetuated and reinforced every day thanks to professionals desirous of
preserving our culinary traditions.
www. confiserieflorian.com

LA BASTIDE, local products
ESAT La Bastide – Châteauneuf- Grasse
ESAT is one of the structures managed by the Association for the Training and Promotion of Young People and Adults
in Search of insertion (AFPJR)
Its many charitable activities include the production of traditional products under their La Bastide brand and sold
directly to consumers.
With CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE La Bastide proposes a range of savoury delicacies produced in the region of Grasse.

HUILERIE SAINT-MICHEL, in Menton
Karim Djekhar started as an intern in the oil mill in 1989. He bought the business in 2005 with great prospects. He
defines himself today as a creator of flavours who prepares oil expressly for the greatest Chefs.
Present all over the world, Huilerie Saint-Michel, an old establishment historically located in Menton, made a name
for itself since its acquisition by Karim Djekhar with the creation of signature olive oil for fine Chefs!
Huilerie Saint-Michel caters to the most talented (Michelin) star-studded Chefs:
Mauro Colagreco, Manager of the Mirazur Restaurant in Menton
Patrick Raingeard at la Table de Patrick Raingeard – Hôtel du Cap Estel***** – Èze
Marcel Ravin, Executive Chef at the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort & Chef at the Blue Bay Restaurant
Today we are well known in the international market; our oil is served in world-famous restaurants in Paris, Belgium
and Florida; we are the official supplier for the Shangri-La in Beijing and Shanghai. In the first quarter of 2018, a point
of sale opened in Paris at 45 Rue du Temple and another is planned for the end of the year at the Nice-Côte d’Azur
International Airport.
My dynamism and involvement in the cultural and tourist life of my city, Menton, have enabled me to make it known
nationally and globally, Karim Djekhar.
www. huilerie-saint-michel.com

PAVILLON TRAITEUR, a family story
It all began in 1929 in Paris, where Virginie and Fabrice Lavergne’s great-grandparents, enamoured of French tradition,
opened a Brasserie. This was followed by a succession of four generations of bakers, restaurateurs and caterers
between Paris and the Côte d’Azur.
Today, Mediterranean gastronomy is an integral part of the DNA of the business run in recent years by Fabrice
Lavergne, now CEO of Pavillon Traiteur in charge of sales and development on a daily basis.
The co-branding between Pavillon Traiteur and CÔTE d’AZUR FRANCE led to the creation of a specific menu of foods
and wines from the Riviera.
Pavillon Traiteur in 5 figures:
• A production laboratory in Mouans-Sartoux: over 1,200m² respecting current European hygiene and food security
standards
• traditional production and no industrial machines
• 90% corporate and 10% private clientele
• Turnover over €8 million
• About a hundred employees in full-time equivalent
Pavillon Traiteur prepares the most prestigious receptions with refine cuisine made with Mediterranean products
combined with quality service, which makes us the only caterer referenced in all the Côte-d’Azur Convention
Centres, for receptions able to prepare up to 16,000 meals/week.
www.groupepavillon.fr

eccity – Grasse – The start-up
eccity, first French maker of electric scooters
Set up in 2011 in Grasse (Alpes-Maritimes; France) in partnership with European industrialists, eccity designs and
assembles scooters 100% electric in the 50 and 125 categories. The company is responsible for marketing through its
network of exclusive dealers.
eccity employs experts in innovative technologies, all dedicated to two-wheeled vehicles. Their common objective is
to propose quality electric scooters and promote a clean silent reliable mode of transport.
This wager was won thanks to the eccity range: exceptional electric scooters with standard features (autonomy, speed,
urban use, comfort) equivalent to their fuel-driven equivalents; performance levels made possible thanks to a system
for optimising the internal temperature of their built-in lithium-ion batteries.
This innovative system developed by eccity is patented.
The eccity team has had six years of experience making electric scooters for private individuals, businesses and
communities. eccity is the first French maker of electric scooters. With over 350 scooters sold and 2 million kilometres
in electric technology covered, eccity is positioned as a true leader in electric mobility in France.
Executives
Christophe Cornillon, Founding President
“Make our cities breathable: such was my purpose back in 2011 by founding eccity.”
Trained in both engineering (Centrale Marseille, 1994) and Business Management (Gestion des entreprises IAE 1996),
Christophe began his career with Gemplus (now Gemalto), world leader of smart cards.
Fascinated with advanced technologies, in 2002 he cofounded Innova Card, a company designing integrated circuits
for smart card terminals, later acquired by Maxim (USA). Creative, fascinated by the development of innovative
technologies, he took out several patents for Gemplus and Innova Card.
In 2006, he joined the international Schneider Electric Group where, for 4 years, he managed the programmable
controller product range. In 2011, Christophe placed his experience and environmental awareness in the service of an
innovative project and founded eccity with a strong ambition to conquer the market for electric motorcycles.
Frédéric de Maneville, Associate Director General
A graduate of École Polytechnique and Mines ParisTech, Frédéric de Maneville began his career with Renault in the
assembly shops, first in France, then in Brazil to launch a greenﬁeld plant. The car parts manufacturer VALEO then
enabled him to become Industrial Manager before being sent to work on the turnaround of a unit in Spain.
After eleven years in the automobile industry, he joined AREVA T&D as DG Transformateurs de puissance, before
working for POWEO, then VATTENFALL, as President for France.
After a brief position as General Manager for Africa & Near East with SCHINDLER, he decided to switch to
entrepreneurship and joined eccity as Associate & Director General.
www.eccity-motocycles.com

FOXTROT, creator and manufacturer of fun items
Present for over 25 years in the home deco market and fun products for the home, Foxtrot is a leader in its market
with a recognized image of quality. In 2008, Foxtrot joined the ALPA Group, a key player in the sector of licences and
brands. Thanks to this merger, Foxtrot has signed many partnerships since 2009 with brands like Téo Jasmin, Laissez
Lucie Faire and the City of Paris for the Vélib & P’tit Vélib collections, in particular.
A creator and manufacturer of exclusive original ranges, Foxtrot works with many designers specialised in the world
of fun items and textiles and remains open to new creative profiles. All models and creations are registered. Foxtrot is
linked to trends in the world of decoration and, more broadly, fashion. The diversity of trends enables the brand to
offer a broad range of styles exploring various graphic themes from fun to romantic, or from illustration to graphic
design, etc. Humour and gaiety are in the brand’s DNA in accordance with its market codes and the trends in the area
of housewares. The most developed themes include pets, nature, gardening, gourmandise, family, words, humour,
Paris, etc. surfing on wit, sentiment and emotion!

Some figures:
10… A broad diversified product offering with over 10 different product categories: tableware, kitchenware,
decoration, timepieces, doormats, grocery, leather goods, lighting, gifts, bathroom accessories, pets, tourism, etc.
26… Present and recognised in its market for 26 years
30… Some 30 new themes and collections a year
50… Some 50 active collections a year
5,000… Some 5,000 articles available
15… Presence in over fifteen countries worldwide
2,000… Some 2,000 clients the world over with a specialised sales force
Present on major professional trade fairs in Europe: i.e. Maison & Objet (Paris) or Ambiente (Frankfurt).
www.foxtrot-France.fr

PUBLI-VOILE, for logistical support
Since 2002, PUBLI-VOILE has specialised in the customised design of advertising products and management of
catalogues and e-commerce sites.
Every brand is unique, every advertiser expresses different needs, and every subject has its specificities. This requires
personalised support and the promise of expert advice, the necessary condition for developing a client-supplier
partnership based on mutual trust.
The principle: help in differentiation, by seeking novelty and originality all over the world, objects. From the ‘must’ to
custom-made creations, Publi-Voile has acquired 15 years of expertise, research, creativity and know-how.
Designing objects:
- Taking into account their design, uses and personalisation, by effectively exploiting their potential and taking the
time to understand customers’ expectations
The approach entails:
- Analysing needs (context, targets, constraints, qualitative and quantitative goals)
- Enabling clients to take advantage of current trends and novelties thanks to effective sourcing and providing them
with a catalogue of essential archive groups
- Setting up consistent collections representative of the corporate image
- Optimising purchases and imports
- Ensuring and optimising logistics
www.publi-voile.com

Practical information:

Web-shop: www.boutique-cotedazurfrance.fr

Press Contacts & Influencers:

www.cotedazurfrance.fr
French Press: Sophie Brugerolles – Tel: +33 (0)4 93 37 78 82 – s.brugerolles@cotedazurfrance.fr
International Press: Florence Lecointre – Tel: +33 (0)4 93 37 78 99 – f.lecointre@cotedazurfrance.fr

